# Application of diamond dressing tools

**Customer:** Name: [ ]  
Address: [ ]  
Name of Person: [ ]  
Designation: [ ]  
Phone No.: [ ]  
Mobile: [ ]  
Fax No.: [ ]  
Email: [ ]

**Technical advice** ✅  
**Quotation** ✅  
**Ordering** ✅  
**Complaint** ✅

Please let us have detailed information on your machining problem.

1. **Grinding wheel to be dressed:**
   - 1.1 Dimensions: [ ] (Outer diameter x width x hole diameter)
   - 1.2 Specification: [ ] (Abrasive / grain size / hardness / structure/bond)
   - 1.3 Manufacturer: [ ]

2. **Machine:**
   - 2.1 Manufacturer: [ ]
   - 2.2 Model: [ ]
   - 2.3 Grinding Method: [ ]

3. **Dressing Method:**
   - 3.1 Plain Dressing: [ ]  
     - at the periphery [ ]  
     - on the face [ ]
   - 3.2 Profile forming and dressing: [ ]  
     - inclined in-feed [ ]  
     - straight in-feed [ ]

4. **Workpiece:**
   - 4.1 Name of workpiece: [ ]
   - 4.2 Workpiece material: [ ]
   - 4.3 Hardness: [ ]
   - 4.4 Surface finish required: [ ]

5. **Diamond Dresser:**
   - 5.1 Insert, shank of holder dimensions: [ ]
   - 5.2 Minimum mounting height ("L") [ ]
   - 5.3 Type of Tool used at present: [ ]

**Note:** Take photo copy of this page.

---

Sign: of the person: [ ]